In Touch

The Occasional Magazine of

Hello to all of our
wonderful people!
Isn’t it wonderful to see the sun
shining!
We have some fabulous articles and photos
for you this month - I have to say the
photographs of The Danby and Castleton
Church Players are my favourites. Over 60
of our people have now contributed to the
production of our In Touch magazine and
there are so many more great stories out
there for everyone to enjoy so please keep
sharing them.

Issue 6 - April 2021

A Stitch in Time . . .

Easter Project

Amy updates us on our ‘Stitch in Time’ groups Easter Project
It’s amazing to see all the beautiful bunting creations popping up all
over the place! It shows such community spirit and gives a really happy
feeling to all. It’s wonderful to see all the different variations and colours
and that so many people have really enjoyed creating.
Terry Alderson, one of our participants from Castleton has been really
enjoying knitting. “It’s a wonderful idea to get the village together and
the village looks wonderful. The last time I knitted was at school for the
war effort.”

The winner of our Art Competition for her
beautiful, delicate, hand painted orchid
is Marion Harland of Sleights. Well done
Marion, thank you to everyone who took
part and also those who voted.
We are looking for keen gardeners who like
to write short articles and share photos of
their garden. You don’t have to be able to
use a computer just to get in touch. Please
phone Debbie on 07970955407
Revival staff and volunteers are looking
forward to seeing much more of everyone
over the coming months.
Stay safe.

Above Left: Terry Alderson knitting his giant ‘ T’ for Terry. Above Right: The Robinson
Institute in Glaisdale. Below: Westerdale’s Easter Bunting

~ Debbie x

P.S. Our funding this year is a lot less than it
was last year so we would be very grateful for
a donation towards our In Touch magazine
(suggestion £1) if possible please. This will
help to pay the nearly £300 it costs to design
and print each month .
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Could you be a Digital Champion
Volunteer?
Revival is looking for volunteers to be Digital
Champions! with training and support
from Citizens Online. You don’t have to be a
technical whizz. You do need to be patient,
understanding and a great communicator.
Digital Champions volunteer their time to
help others to improve their digital skills and
benefit from using the internet safely. Every
learner is different, but common tasks you’d
be helping people with include:
• Finding their way around a device
• Setting up an email account
• Searching for information on the internet
• Using communication tools like Zoom and
Facetime
• Signposting to hobbies
If this sounds like you and you’ve got a
minimum of a couple of hours to spare each
month then we’d love to hear from you. We’re currently
supporting people who are digitally excluded remotely,
over the phone. So you can volunteer from the comfort
of your own home.

Zoom in the Front Room!

Here are some little updates on our Zoom groups which people are enjoying so
much. If you would like to give it a try, phone Debbie on 07970955407. Most of our
people have never tried Zoom before, we can help you!
Zoom Art Lesson with Kathryn Harrison

Kathryn delivered a funny, insightful and easy to follow
lesson with all participants producing some wonderful
work. (mine is very basic I’m afraid, others were so much
better!)
Who knew a pansy could be left or right handed?
Thank you so much Kathryn for a fun filled lesson. We are
really looking forward to the next one!
Comments from others:
“Many thanks for organising the Art class. Most enjoyable”
SA Castleton. ~ Amy Farmer

Zoom Moors Walks
We’ll organise support and training for you with the
guidance you need to help people remotely, so that
you develop your own confidence and skills too. Katie,
Revivals Digital Champion, will be there for you too and
help to resolve any questions you have.

Volunteer of the Month!

~ Meet Jill Broadley our volunteer of the month ~
Jill is one of our Sleights volunteers who has been with us almost 3 years. As
a kidney transplant recipient, Jill has been shielding for a year yet she has still
helped to support other people as a telephone befriender. Jill phones 7 of our
people twice every week.
Joyce Harrison says “Jill rings on a Monday and Thursday and we put the world
to rights.”

It has been a privilege to be able to present walks to the
groups I have been involved with and the feedback has
been very encouraging. It is a proud moment when we
manage to help someone keep in touch through the power
of the technology available. To be able to be out on a walk
with my camera and to be thinking about what might
appeal to the groups I am part of is really rewarding. The
North York Moors National Park has so much to offer and
changes all the time. The colours are always amazing. The
sounds are often so full of optimism and hope. Lockdown
has really made me appreciate the little changes brought
by the seasons- as well as the big ones. It is a joy to see
smiles on people’s faces as they see and hear sounds and
sights which bring the memories flooding back. Working
with the enthusiastic, empathetic and creative members of
Revival North Yorkshire has made this a most satisfying and
innovative project.
~ Davy Major North York Moors Volunteer

Zoom Chair Exercise

We asked a couple of our people how the Chair Exercise is
going.
“I enjoy the chat and the company . . . the exercise is quite
good as well !!!” Freida Bridge from Castleton.
Anne Weatherill, our Support Worker from Danby said:
“It’s very good. Janette is a lovely instructor, friendly and
professional. She makes everyone feel safe and at ease
which is very important when exercising virtually.”
Find out more or we can set it up so that you just have a
go - all free! ~ Debbie 07970955407
If you would like to learn to use a computer (laptop or tablet)
to attend one of our Zoom sessions, to send messages to
your family and friends or to see them live on the screen,
to watch films, listen to music, shop - anything at all – we
can help you. We may even be able to find a laptop etc. for
you to loan.

“She just generally chats. I spend a lot of time on my own and to have that voice
on the other end of the phone twice a week is lovely.” says Norma Carrick.
Enid Saddler adds “Jill is my volunteer, she’s a super woman. She goes out of her
way to help people who are stuck. She worries about us even though she has her
own problems.”
Jill is becoming quite a celebrity, recently she has been in an article in the
Whitby Gazette, video and photographs on The Scarborough Evening News
website, on BBC Radio Tees twice talking about Revival and being a volunteer
and on BBC’s Look North talking about loneliness.
We are so pleased you are part of Team Revival Jill – thank you for all your help!

Jill our ‘superwoman from Sleights’

Nothing we do would be possible without our amazing team of volunteers.

Who is your volunteer of the month and why?
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Please contact Debbie 07970 955407

Above: Davy at Sleddale
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Cats Corner!

Planes, Trains and Automobiles
More stories about the ‘Cars of our Youth’

Cats Corner continues with more feline friends
Monty & Teddy

Snuckums and Baby

“Does my bum look big in this?”
says Monty.
“Miaow, yes, your bum does
look big in that!”
Hello, I’m Teddy, a rescue cat. I
was so badly treated that I lost
some teeth and my ears were
cut with scissors. So, I ran away
and followed Monty home in
Pickering. No one could touch
me, I was so scared. My hair
would fall out and I never left
the spare bedroom or made a sound for 4 years. But now, I’m
part of the family. They even took me with them to live in the
lovely Castleton. My miaows are so loud I sound like a lion
roaring and I purr like a steam train. I have a nice coat of hair
and I love to be stroked. I’m not
like Monty, he’s a posh cat, a
British Shorthair; he thinks he’s
the boss! “I’m just a fat moggy
cat but I’m so lucky and happy I
was rescued.”
~ Karen Sheppard - Castleton

My lovely cat Snuckums is a rescue cat. Someone threw 5 kittens,
the mum and 2 other younger cats over Sleights’ bridge; a little
girl and her dad happened to see this and rescued the kittens
but unfortunately the cats died. She is my constant companion
and is 17 years old in August.
My grandbaby cat! This is my daughter’s cat, and another rescue
cat, called Baby.
~ Jill Broadley - Sleights

I have had two contributors for Planes, Trains &
Automobiles this month, so I hope to hear from more
readers in future months, you can contact me on email,
noelstokoe@talktalk.net or by phone on 01947810179
or 07488362255, I look forward to hearing from you!
Noel Stokoe.

So that was the end of the Flying Flea, and Barry as far as I was
concerned.

Hazel Kelly, a volunteer from Sleights, contacted me on behalf
of Betty Lund, who owned a 1931 Austin 7 convertible when
she was 17

As for me I always loved engines even working in a Garage for a
time and also drove the Dispensary van for the P.D.S.A.
Ah! Those were the days”!

“My first vehicle was a motorbike at 16 years of age, and I loved
it. When I reached 17 my Father decided that he’d buy me a car
and I must give up the bike.

My second contact was from Janet Vandy, another volunteer
from Sleights who told us about her first cars.

The car was an Austin 7 with a wheel on the back which was
known as a ‘Duck’s Bottom’. I was so fond of this car that I had
the motif “The Flying Flea” painted on the side.

As a matter of interest, Father, who had a bakery business in
Leeds, drove a Jowett’s Van which I believe were made in
Bradford.

My first car was a ‘sit up and beg’ black Ford Anglia. I named her
‘Tuppenny’ (she cost £25). I often had to resort to the starting
handle and was most embarrassed on the night I met my future
husband having to use the handle! It turned out he was a dab
hand at cars putting an engine in his parents’ Vanguard and
doing car repairs to make extra money. Tuppenny was sold and
we bought a fridge freezer instead!

Above Left: Snuckums Right: Baby

Eric
Top Right: Monty Above: Teddy

Susie
Susie is so funny she loves to climb trees and play with the rug.
She makes me so happy and gives me lovely cuddles.
~ Susie - Ainthorpe

In beloved memory of our dear cat, Eric who lived until the
grand old age of 22 years. Eric only ever drank water from a
running tap so always accompanied me in the bathroom! Eric
was not the prettiest of cats but had the most loving nature and
followed me around the house until an opportunity to curl up
on my lap arose. Eric is still greatly missed by our family.
~ Val Rowe - Sleights

The car’s battery was under the bench type, front seat and it
worked fine with just myself and Mother seated, but one day
my older sister got in as well and it stopped, and I couldn’t
move. This annoyed my sister and she stormed off to get a tram.
Of course, with her weight gone my car set off again passing
her waiting in the tram queue!

My second car was a red Ford Capri called ‘Gracie’ (Fields), she
didn’t last long as I couldn’t get two daughters and grandma’s
wheelchair in the back!

One day we were going for a run out by my then boyfriend,
Barry, he was in the front with a rather plump friend of mine
seated on his knee. I hadn’t got in yet as I was talking to another
boy who’d just come along. They must have got annoyed or
jealous because one of them let the hand brake off.
The car started to move and afterwards Barry said he couldn’t
get his leg out to apply the foot brake as Lola was heavy. Of
course, I was running after them as it was getting up speed and
then unfortunately, they hit a policeman who was coming up
the hill. He had a broken arm!! It finally crashed and thankfully
the two were just battered and bruised.
The car must have been made of strong stuff as a lad from the
Garage nearby said he’d like it to repair as he enjoyed fixing up
cars. I had to go to Court and Barry was fined for his part in it.
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I now have a Kia Stonic called Ginny as in tonic!
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Music & Film
Carol Stainsby explains the history
of The Downe and Outs.
The Downe & Outs jazz band is based in Castleton
and evolved from the landlord of the Downe Arms
pub playing ‘the spoons’ on a cardboard box, with Ian
Hopley, his son-in-law, playing trumpet and Andy Dyer
playing bass. This was sometime in the early 1990s.
They started to meet regularly at Andy’s house and the
numbers soon grew. As more and more people joined
they moved into the back room of the Downe Arms
for fortnightly practice nights and formed a band aptly
named The Downe & Outs by the landlord. I heard them
give a performance in the Village Hall and thought I
would love to join. I got a saxophone and booked some
lessons with the late Sid Mould who was an excellent
clarinet and sax player and who was a band member
himself.
I joined the band and at this point there were seventeen
members. Apart from it being a squash trying to play
our instruments in a small room, we made a lot of noise!
Eventually we moved practice night to the Village Hall
where we had more space and probably upset fewer
people with the volume! This is still where we practise,
pre-Covid.
Andy Dyer was a founder member and was our excellent
jazz pianist who inspired us all. He wrote and arranged
lots of pieces for the band. He retired about 3 years ago
and is sadly missed but we decided to try and carry on
and luckily we found another excellent pianist.

Book Worms
Sue Wiggett of Eskdaleside reviews
‘The Giver of Stars’ by Jojo Moyes and ‘The Little Paris Bookshop’ by Nina George
P.S. from Debbie - Sue was my junior school teacher - a little while ago!
P.P.S. Jojo Moyes is one of my favourite authors, highly recommended.

‘The Giver of Stars’ by Jojo Moyes
The setting is England and Kentucky in the late 1950’s. The story begins with Alice making
a rash decision to marry a wealthy American. She leaves her home and family to go to
Kentucky where she finds her life restricted by stuffy and overbearing male domination,
where women are expected to ‘toe the line’ and do as they are told by men.

Downe & Outs - Castleton Village Hall 2004.

Over the years we’ve played for local floral and
horticultural shows, open days, weddings and special
birthday celebrations. I remember playing on lorry
trailers at a Rosedale music festival and at Egton Show,
and in various sized tents. At one local show, a howling
gale blew our canvas awning up in the air with our sheet
music. It could have been a catastrophe for the band
but we gathered up our music and were invited to finish
our gig in the Beer Tent where there was so much noise
I doubt we could be heard!
Players come and go for various reasons and we are
down to a small, and dare I say it ‘mature group’, but we
are enthusiastic and have lots of fun!

She meets a local woman who has refused to be browbeaten by the men around her, and
together they form a team whose mission is to spread the wonder of books to the poor
and lost. ‘The Horseback Librarian Programme’ ran from 1935-1943 bringing books to more
than a hundred of the rural inhabitants.
The wild mountains, forests and big open skies are the backdrop to the story where the
women and their ‘sisters of the brave’ discover freedom and friendship and, at last, a life to
call their own. The stuffy and disapproving town of Baileyville objects to this freedom and
trouble ensues with dramatic and heart breaking consequences.

‘The Little Paris Bookshop’ by Nina George
This is a wonderful and unusual story about a bookshop/library located on a canal barge
on the Seine. The books choose their readers and, having read them, they change their
lives. It explores the power of friendship and love, the writer going on a road trip (or canal
trip!) with a young companion.
It is beautifully written with lively characters who spring off the pages and linger with you
long after you have turned the last page.
The description of the French countryside are so realistic that you feel as though you are
experiencing the ride for yourself. It is full of poignant moments, and has a great sense of
fun and laughter too.
You find yourself caring very much about the travellers’ and share their pain and fun and
find yourself wishing you could travel with them.
In the best tradition of anything creative, it leaves you wanting more - a sequel or a prequel
perhaps?
“And best of all, the wilderness of books, in which she could wander where she liked made
the library a region of bliss to her” Louise May Alcott (‘Little Women’).’

Downe & Outs rehearsal night at Botton concert 2014.
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Downe & Outs Hinderwell Show 2018
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Guest

Mrs Beeton’s Baking

Rich Tea Loaf
Alma Pitcher shares her tasty Tea loaf recipe

TV REVIEW

This months guest reviewer, Albert Elliot of Castleton, reviews TV comedy.
John Logie Baird, a canny Scotsman born in Helensburgh,
Dunbartonshire, is credited with inventing the modern-day
television system nearly one hundred years ago. Little could he
have envisaged at that time the colossal world-wide impact his
ingenuity and genius was to have on all our lives. It is staggering
to think of the trillions and trillions of hours that viewers across
the globe have spent (and will spend, no doubt, in the future)
watching images on the small screen in the corner of their
living rooms. I blanch when I think of the time of my life that
I have personally expended (some would say wasted) sitting
mesmerised in front of the box indiscriminately watching
and listening to ‘the good, the bad, and ugly’. Although I
now watch far less television than I once did, the following
mixed comments demonstrate that I remain a viewer of TV
and perhaps still spend far too much time in the sedentary
occupation of ‘goggle-boxing’ (and, of course, also staring at a
computer screen). Karl Marx wrote that ‘religion is the opiate
of the masses’, but I suspect television and computers now
warrant that claim!

Welcome Repeats

Fawlty - lead unhappy
and frustrating lives
trapped as they are by
their unsuited domestic/
work situations and
on the verge of mental
breakdowns.
They
both show manic and
frenetic
behaviour
bordering
on
the
slightly unhinged and
insane as they wallow
in their respective midlife crises and try desperately to cope with their unhappy and
unsatisfying lives. Both programmes have excellently-written
screenplays, character roles and casting. In the case of The Rise
and Fall, this is based on a series of novels by author David Hobbs
who adapted his own Perrin books to produce the acerbic and
hilarious screenplays for the TV show. Another similarity is the
humorous use of the respective business signs which feature in
each episode and are shown in a state of disrepair with letters
falling from the fascia of Sunshine Desserts offices and those
of the Fawlty Towers hotel sign vandalised and rearranged
each week into funny and lewd combinations such as Farty
Towels, for instance. Although intended as pure comedy,
both programmes - like all good comedy - have dark satirical
undertones and possess poignancy and the power to disturb
and make us cringe.

Looking Back

INGREDIENTS:
6ozs currants

•

6ozs sultanas
1/2 pint strong tea
6ozs brown sugar
10ozs Self raising flour
2 beaten eggs
2 tabs dark marmalade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

METHOD:

Start the night before by putting the fruit and sugar
into a bowl and pouring over the hot tea, stir and
cover. Leave overnight.
Preheat over 150C/300F Gas 2.
Lightly grease 2 x 1lb loaf tins and line bases with
greaseproof paper.
Stir flour, eggs and marmalade into the fruit mix.
Divide between the 2 tins, level the tops.
Bake for 1 - 1.1/4 hours until well risen and firm to
touch.
Leave to cool for 10 mins, then turn out onto a
cooling rack.
Scrumptious when sliced and spread with butter. 		
(Keith says even better with a nice piece of Cheddar!)

Incredibly, it was over forty years ago when I first watched
and enjoyed the popular TV sitcom series The Fall and Rise of
Reginald Perrin first shown in the late seventies. So, it was with
some trepidation I tuned in to view again a few of the recent
repeats (BBC Four, Tuesday evenings). Would they be worth
seeing again, I asked myself? Or would I be disappointed?
I was pleasantly surprised to find the series held up well and
was still very entertaining and funny and had not dated (well
not too much!). I was a huge fan of the actor, the late Leonard
Rossiter, who is perfection in the eponymous role of Reggie
Perrin, a bored and lugubrious middle-class middle-manager
at Sunshine Desserts, ice-cream manufacturer. Reggie is
depressed and going through a midlife crisis, a turbulent male
menopause. A Walter Mitty character and dreamer, Reg lusts
after his ageing secretary, Joan, and has recurring visions of his
hoped-for sexual entanglements with her as well as seeing his
disliked mother-in-law as a frolicking hippopotamus. He hates
his overbearing big boss TJ, although at meetings he toadies
up to him and tolerates TJ’s oft-repeated and pompous catch
phrase ‘I didn’t get where I am today... etc, etc.’

Parallels
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What immediately struck me about this sitcom was its direct
parallels with another popular TV comedy series screened
about the same time, Fawlty Towers, starring John Cleese (the
series was written by Cleese and actor Connie Booth, his wife at
that time). Both the main protagonists - Reggie Perrin and Basil

In hindsight, the 70s could be said to be a golden age of TV
situation comedy with the superb series of Rising Damp
(written by Eric Chappell), being a particular old favourite
of mine, as well as a plethora of other quality comedy shows
such as Steptoe, The Good Life, Porridge, Are You Being Served,
Last of the Summer Wine, Monty Python, Open All Hours for
example. Rising Damp, as with The Rise and Fall..., also starred
the remarkable comic talents of Rossiter playing the lead role
of Rupert Rigsby the seedy, lecherous and racist landlord of
his down-at-heel guest house and bed-sit establishment. The
character Rigsby, personified so well by Rossiter, is one of the
great comedic creations of TV sitcom. Perhaps some of these
shows will also be repeated? I hope so.
Sadly, Rossiter died prematurely of a heart problem at the age
of only 57 in 1984. However, he left behind a rich legacy of
laughs for us all to enjoy. Thanks Leonard!
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FILM REVIEW

Music, Film..… and Theatre

We asked David Wilson from Castleton to share his memories and family connections
to The Danby and Castleton Church Players, a local amatuer theatre group, which
performed in local venues for 30 years.

By David Wilson, The pick of the films from Netflix and Amazon prime.
PRISONERS

UNFORGIVEN
This film staring Jake Gyllenhaall, Hugh
Jackman and Viola Davis is a superb crime
film that will keep you guessing until the
end. When Keller Dover’s six year old
daughter and her friend go missing and
the police are slow to react, he decides to
go on the search himself. His desperation
leads him closer to finding the truth and
also jeopardises his own life. The suspense
is terrific and Gyllenhaall is superb, proving
he is one of the finest actors working today.

THE TRIAL OF THE CHICAGO SEVEN
This excellent film which is based on the
true story of the 1969 trial of demonstrators
against the Vietnam War during the
Chicago Democratic Convention is riveting
from start to finish. The campaign for the
Presidential election was won by Nixon.
The trial transfixed the nation at the time
and threatened to undermine the US
government. It stars Eddie Redmayne, Mark
Rylance and Sacha Baron Cohen – who is
outstanding.

Fabulous set, costumes and actors.

The Vicar, Mr H C Ruddle, founded The Danby and Castleton
Church Players. He loved Shakespeare and between 1931
and 1960 one of his plays was performed each year, some of
them twice, even during the war.

My uncle, Frank Wilson, became the director, also playing
leading parts. After several years the direction was handed
to Mr Harry Williamson.The plays were also performed at The
Robinson Institute in Glaisdale.

The last Shakespeare production was of ‘The Merchant of
Venice’ in 1947, the first play I ever saw. Since then I have
seen all of Shakespeare’s plays.That production made a great
impression on me. Mrs Edith Wright played Portia and Mr
Ruddle Shylock.

The sets, lighting and costumes were of a high standard
which can be seen in the photographs.

In 1948 the play was ‘She Stoops to Conquer’ by Oliver
Goldsmith and in 1949 ‘The Rivals’ by R B Sheridan.
Mr Ruddle moved to another parish and from 1950 onwards
the plays were all by contemporary writers.

The stage is set in Danby Village Hall in the 1950’s.

BELLE
This is a beautiful film, which is based
on a true story about a mixed-race girl,
Dido Belle, in an upper class family in the
18th century. The film centres on Dido’s
relationship with an aspiring lawyer. It is
set at a time of legal significance, as a court
case is heard on what became known as the
Zong Massacre, when slaves were thrown
overboard from a slave ship and the owner
filed with his insurance company for the
losses. It is directed by Amma Assante, a black british woman
who is clearly a very talented director. It stars Gugu MbathaRaw, Tom Wilkinson and Emily Watson.

THE 3.10 TO YUMA

30 years of productions from The Danby and
Castleton Church Players.
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This is an interesting and thoughtprovoking remake of the 1957 original film.
It is directed by James Mangold and stars
Russell Crowe and Christian Bale in the lead
roles who give splendid performances. It
is about a drought-impoverished rancher
(Bale) who takes on the dangerous job
of taking a notorious outlaw (Crowe) to
justice. With supporting performances by
Peter Fonda, Gretchen Mol, Ben Foster,
Dallas Roberts, Alan Tudyk, Vinessa Shaw
and Logan Lerman.

The film portrays William Munny, an aging
outlaw and killer who takes on one more
job, years after he had turned to farming.
The film stars Eastwood in the lead role,
with Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman
and Richard Harris. Eastwood stated that
the film would be his last Western for fear
of repeating himself or imitating someone
else’s work. This is an absolutely superb
thriller from every point of view and
Eastwood’s performance in his own film is flawless.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES
This entertaining and moving film is based
on the true story about the struggle for
school racial integration in 1971 in Durham,
North Carolina. The two leading opponents,
a black woman and a Ku Klux Klan leader,
slowly firm a lifelong friendship. The film is
directed and written by Robin Bissell in his
feature debut and is based on the book The
Best of Enemies: Race and Redemption in
the New South by Osha Gray Davidson and
focuses on the rivalry between civil rights
activist Ann Atwater and Ku Klux Klan leader C. P. Ellis. The film
stars Taraji P. Henson, Sam Rockwell and Babou Ceesay.

THE SECRET : DARE TO DREAM
The story is set in New Orleans. Miranda
Wells (Katie Holmes) is a hard-working
young widow struggling to raise three
children. This romantic drama is filled
with vapid platitudes about the power
of positive thinking. Director and cowriter Andy Tennant’s film takes place
in a generically quaint small town full of
blandly nice people who are woefully
devoid of characterization, even though
they’re frequently stuck standing around
explaining themselves to each other. However, an approaching
hurricane will surely liven things up!

If there are any Films or TV series you would really like to
see but you can’t get them on your TV please let me know
Debbie 07970955407.

Rev H C Ruddle and Family.
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Quiz Time

Kindly submitted by Elaine Hunt

?

Anagrams: CAR MANUFACTURERS

?
?

A.

DAAL (4)

H.

ASIA THUD (8)

O.

A BIG TUT (7)

B.

SAD NUT (6)

I.

RAVEN LORD (4,5)

P.

ALL NIMH (7)

C.

TOOT YA (6)

J.

SWANK GLOVE (10)

Q.

VETCH LORE (9)

D.

YEN BELT (7)

K.

HARMING BOIL (11)

R.

ROSY OR CELL (5,5)

E.

HAYIUND (7)

L.

OVVOL (5)

S.

RYCH ERLS (8)

F.

RETINAL (7)

M.

LOUTS (5)

T.

I OR MRS (6)

G.

OLEANDER (2,6)

N.

ASS IN (6)

U.

IDLE BLOOMS (10)

?

?

K. LAMBORGHINI L. VOLVO M. LOTUS N. NISSIAN O. BUGATTI P. HILLMAN Q. CHEVROLET R. ROLLS ROYCE S. CHRYSLER T. MORRIS U. OLDSMOBILE
Anagram Answers - A. LADA B. DATSUN C. TOYATA D. BENTLEY E. HYUNDAI F. RELIANT G. DE LOREAN H. DAIHATSU I. LAND ROVER J. VOLKSWAGEN

?

?

Useful Telephone Numbers
Debbie
Revival North Yorkshire

07970 955407

Help and support
Information for our In Touch magazine

Amy Farmer
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314552

Community Support Worker - Castleton
and Danby area.

Tina Dixon
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314565

Community Support Worker - Staithes
and Sleights area.

Katie Fletcher
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314556

Digital Champion, Administrator, Social
Media, and lots of other very useful
things!

Emergency

999

Fire, police and ambulance.

Non-emergency Police

101

To give information or to report a minor
incident.

NHS Direct

111

Urgent medical problem and you’re not
sure what to do and Covid-19.

Whitby DAG
Disability Action Group

07956751790

Help for people with a disability.

Citizens Advice Bureaux

Scarborough: 01723 368710
National Helpline: 03444 111444

Free confidential advice:
• Housing • Benefits • Faulty purchase
• Money • Law

Dementia Forward

0330 0578592

Supporting people affected by dementia
across North Yorkshire.

Disclaimer: We have done our best to provide you with the most accurate information we can. We apologise in advance
for any discrepancies.

INFORMATION FOR ALL OUR PEOPLE - STAFF, VOLUNTEERS AND PARTICIPANTS

PRIVACY STATEMENT Revival North Yorkshire collects and stores personal information about the people we support so that we can offer the best services,
support and information. We also keep notes of our contact with you to provide a continuous service and keep you safe. When we ask you for personal information
we will only ask for what we need, treat the information as confidential and store the information securely. For example, we need to give your basic information
(name, address and phone number) if you have asked for a meal delivery or to join one of our groups. We do not share your information with other organisations
eg, Health and Social Care, Housing Provider, Benefits Agency without your consent (which we may need to do by telephone) unless it is essential to your safety and
wellbeing. You have the right to be able to see the information we keep about you and to restrict how we process it.
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